TCH-London School of Economics Conference to Tackle Most Pressing Structural Reform and International Financial Regulatory Issues

Experts to Explore Key Regulatory Policy Initiatives Reshaping Global Financial Institutions

New York – September 16, 2013 – The Clearing House, the Financial Markets Group and the Systemic Risk Centre at the London School of Economics will host an on-the-record conference on September 17 that will explore the major financial regulatory and structural reform initiatives underway and oncoming in the U.S., UK, and EU. Entitled The Global Reform of Financial Regulation and Architecture: How to Balance Safety and Efficiency, the conference will assemble leading regulators and thought leaders in the space to take stock of the complex dynamics of a financial sector that is changing rapidly on both sides of the Atlantic. The conference will tackle some of the most pressing issues related to global regulatory reform, including the efficiency of financial intermediation, institutional connectedness and the soundness of markets, the competitive dynamics of financial intermediaries under the influence of new prudential regulation and structural reforms, and the state of financial reform.

Esteemed panelists will include Peter Praet (European Central Bank), Paul Tucker (Bank of England), Darrell Duffie (Stanford University), Paul Saltzman (The Clearing House), and many more.

At no time has a critical evaluation of Western financial regulatory reform been more crucial for the efficient and effective operation of the financial system.

Join us to hear more on the progress and challenges of implementing the G-20 regulatory reform program.

DATE: Tuesday, September 17, 2013

TIME: 9:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. GMT
LOCATION:  The Waldorf Hilton  
Aldwych, London  
WC2B 4DD

Please email F.J.Clarke@lse.ac.uk to attend.

About The Clearing House  Established in 1853, The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments company in the United States. It is owned by the world’s largest commercial banks, which collectively employ more than two million people and hold more than half of all U.S. deposits. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy organization representing – through regulatory comment letters, amicus briefs, and white papers – the interests of its owner banks on a variety of systemically important banking issues. The Clearing House Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated-clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the U.S.

Follow The Clearing House on Twitter @TCHtweets